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The Vistanti Fate Tradition 
 
The Vistanti are nomadic gypsies who mostly travel from the Scavenger Lands through the World 
Between. Lore suggests they are able to move through mists to other dimensions as well, their wanderlust 
able to penetrate barriers between worlds as easily as the barriers between nations. 
 
This magic is most can only be learned by those with Vistanti blood (which, if you believe legend, is 
mixed with the blood of demons). This magic is dangerous—but it is expensive too, and all the danger is 
not to the victim only. 
 
Lore 
 
This weird magic cannot be learned from books, but must be taught, passed from one Vistanti to another. 
Central to the teaching is the concept of balance; Fate only made this power available to the haunted 
Vistanti because they are preyed upon by criminals, monsters, civilization, and wilderness; they have no 
haven, no safe place. To help them survive a massively unfair situation, they have the gift of rebalancing 
the scales through cursing the powerful. Misused, flinging a curse that does not point towards balance, the 
power can rebound on the invoker. Maybe 1 in 500 Vistanti have the Gift to learn this tradition. 
 
Fate Talents 
 
• Scope and Scale. Rested. The ritual takes a minute (though some powerful situations intrude on your 

consciousness unbidden or with a focus action.) You can sense a curse at work, or the hand of Fate on 
a life, situation, or object. You can sense protective powers, or malignant powers, and get a sense of 
what they might be, and how powerful. Using this talent is not safe. Usually, what you see, sees you 
(if you spy on something with awareness). Powers of the World Above and the World Below like 
their privacy. 
 

• Curse. Rested. This can be instant, or it can be a ritual that takes hours; it depends on the moment, 
where the balance fits best, and how much thought comes from you and how much is inspiration of 
Fate. In general, you can toss a feeble curse once a day to even the scales. Minor curses are for people 
who break bargains or injure you or your kin. Major curses are generally reserved for once-in-a-
lifetime revenge; misused, there is danger of circumstantial rebound. Dire curses are only uttered by 
the dying, or by those trading their souls for power to strike back… If you throw a curse, it hits. 
Period. Abuse this power, and Fate will see to it that the misfortune you earn will find you in turn. 
You can break any curse you cast except Dire curses. 

 
• Break Curse. Rested. The ritual takes a minute for feeble curses, an hour for minor curses, a day for 

major curses (usually with conditions, like candles at midnight and special ingredients.) Dire curses, 
you must pit life energy or a soul against the curse, and even then, it is not guaranteed. Messing with 
curses provokes the powers of Fate or demons that power the curse. You must spend Awesome Points 
to make the attempt; 1 for feeble, 2 for minor, 4 for major, and 8 for dire. The DM determines what 
else is needed, based on the circumstances and balance and powers involved. 
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• Charms and Hexes. Rested. You can create a charm and put up to 1 Awesome Point per level into it. 

These automatically activate either to save the bearer’s life, or to ward off a supernatural influence or 
attack. Also, you can make a sign as a focus action that helps ward off supernatural influence or 
attack, adding 1 to an ability test per level as applicable. Wearing more than one charm may attract 
hungry elements from the World Below that want the energy they bear. 

 
• Fortunetelling. Rested. You are proficient in one method per level; Tarot readings, Tarokka readings, 

casting bones, reading tea leaves, tossing things in the fire, reading entrails, and so on. You can do 
normal fortune telling using showmanship; test Charm against the target’s Cunning to convincingly 
share messages from the Worlds Beyond. You can also do real fortunetelling. Doing so costs 1d5-1 
Wounds (painfully draining exhaustion), but reveals one important insight into the future, generally in 
a cryptic manner. Activating this talent is not always voluntary. 


